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America is the land of !
opportunity. Everybody can !

become a taxpayer.  

It s hard to believe !
America was founded to !

avoid high taxation.  

Drive carefully. !
Uncle Sam needs every !
taxpayer he can get.  

President Herbert Hoover!
was the first President to !

give his salary back to the!
government. Now the!

government would like !
everybody to do it.  

The income tax has made !
more liars out of the !

American people than golf.  
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Golf is a lot like taxes. !
You drive hard to get to !

the green and then !
wind up in the hole.  

What is the most!
powerful influence!

in your life?!
!

Answer: __________

What is the most!
powerful influence!

in your life?!
!

Answer: THOUGHTS

We are today where our !
thoughts have brought us. !
We will be tomorrow where !

our thoughts take us.  !
—James Allen 

You are what !
you _____!

You are what !
you THINK!
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Discretion: 

…the ability to make responsible 
decisions and judgments as a !

result of separating or !
distinguishing right thought.  

• The Significance of Your Thought Life!

 

The Significance of Your Thought Life 

• Your thoughts develop your identity.!
• Your thoughts define your integrity.!
• Your thoughts determine your destiny. 

You can t stop people !
from thinking, but you !

can start them.  

• The Significance of Your Thought Life!
• The Secret to Your Thought Life!

 

Finally, brothers, whatever is true, !
whatever is honorable, whatever is just, !

whatever is pure, whatever is lovely, !
whatever is commendable, if there is !

any excellence, if there is anything worthy !
of praise, think about these things.!

!

—Philippians 4:8 
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Discretionary Outcome 

• Is it true?!
• Is it honorable?!
• Is it just?!
• Is it pure?!
• Is it lovely?!
• Is it commendable? 

Thoughts 
Beliefs 

Expectations 
Attitudes 

Behavior 
Outcome/Lifestyle 

Core Secret: God made you !
with the ability to think !

(concentrate) on one thing !
at a time. 

One@Time 

  Keep your mind off the !
  things you don t want by !
  keeping it on the things !

   you do want.  !
—W. Clement Stone 
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• The Significance of Your Thought Life!
• The Secret to Your Thought Life!
• The Security of Your Thought Life 

You are the Keeper of the Keys.!
You are the Guard at the Gate.!

Waiting in line to get through that door!
Is LOVE. And also HATE.!

In line to enter is GENTLE PEACE.!
And also VIOLENT WAR.!

You must choose who may, and who!
May not come through the door. 

INTOLERANCE tries to sneak on through!
On wings of FEAR, or PRIDE.!

It hides behind DREAMS of BELONGING,!
And tries to sneak inside.!

Oh! Be alert! You re the Guard who decides!
Who GOES and who may STAY.!

You are The Keeper of the Keys to Your Mind.!
Who will you let in today? 

1." Start your day with a surrender of your!
    mind to the Lord.!
 

You keep him in perfect !
peace whose mind is stayed !

on you, because he trusts !
in you. —Isaiah 26:3 

1." Start your day with a surrender of your!
    mind to the Lord.!
2. Develop discretion through the wisdom!
    of God s Word.!
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Oh, how I love all you ve revealed;!
I reverently ponder it all the day long.!
Your commands give me an edge on !

my enemies; they never become !
obsolete. I ve even become smarter !

than my teachers since I ve pondered !
and absorbed your counsel.  

I ve become wiser than the wise old !
sages simply by doing what you tell me.!

I watch my step, avoiding the ditches !
and ruts of evil so I can spend all my !

time keeping your Word. !
!

—Psalm 119:97-100 (MSG) 

1." Start your day with a surrender of your!
    mind to the Lord.!
2. Develop discretion through the wisdom!
    of God s Word.!
3. Pray and ask God to guard your thoughts!
    through the day.!
 

Don t let me go there!  

1." Start your day with a surrender of your!
    mind to the Lord.!
2. Develop discretion through the wisdom!
    of God s Word.!
3. Pray and ask God to guard your thoughts!
    through the day.!
4. Drop thoughts that are unnecessary,!
    intrusive or injurious.!
 

If you are distressed by anything !
external, the pain is not due to the !

thing itself, but to your own estimate !
of it; and this you have the power to !

revoke at any moment.  !
!

—Marcus Aurelius 
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1." Start your day with a surrender of your!
    mind to the Lord.!
2. Develop discretion through the wisdom!
    of God s Word.!
3. Pray and ask God to guard your thoughts!
    through the day.!
4. Drop thoughts that are unnecessary,!
    intrusive or injurious.!
5. Remember, you are what you think! 

Think responsibly.!
Think reflectively.!
Think rationally.!
Think relationally.!
Think revelationally.  

Don t let the world squeeze you into !
its own mold, but let God remold your !

mind from within, so that you may !
prove in practice that the plan of God for !
you is good, meets all his demands, and !
moves toward the goal of true maturity. !

!

—Romans 12:2 (Phillips) 

Deep in the Heart of Taxes! 


